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Quests to uncover underlying 
principles of fundamental interactions

Highlight developments for
particle  physics
& black hole physics (brief)

String Theory:
prime candidate for unification of 
electromagnetic, strong and weak 
forces (Standard Model) with 
quantum gravity

Apologies: UPenn-centric



Outline:

Fundamental Interactions:
I. Quantum Field Theory à Standard Model
II. Einstein’s Theory of Gravity à Black holes

Extra dimensions & new objects D-branes
Geometric perspective on 
particle physics (Standard Model) & 
black holes (microscopic origin of black hole entropy)

String Theory à Quantum gravity & 
Unification w/ Standard Model



I.  Theory of Elementary Particles based on     
Quantum Field Theory  

time

space

Interactions among elementary particles are quantum 
mechanical processes quantified as space-time 
processes via exchanges of virtual particles

Feynman diagrams



Standard Model (of electro-weak and strong interactions) 
Quantum Field Theory  based on  non-Abelian gauge symmetry

SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y 
Force mediated via gauge bosons: photon,W-bosons & gluons
Mediate quantum gauge interactions  between fermions

3-families:   QL~ (   3,              2,         1/6    )  – quarks     matter
L  ~ (   1,              2,         -1   ) – leptons

(electrons,neutrinos)

quarki gluonij quarkj
(i,j=red,yellow, blue)

& Higgs particle (responsible for symmetry breaking & masses of fermions)
Building blocks  tested at the LARGE HADRON COLLIDER at CERN



II. Gravity as classical theory:
Einstein Theory of Gravity
Space-time is curved due to massive matter

Particles move on geodesics

Planetary orbits can be explained geometrically



Einstein Theory of Gravity is relevant  for cosmological    
questions of the Early Universe  (not in this talk)



Einstein’s  Theory predicts   Black Holes 
Due to it’s high mass density the space-time curved so much
that objects traveling toward it reach a location of no return à

Horizon (& eventually reach space-time singularity) 

Black holes ``behave’’ as thermodynamic objects
w/ Bekenstein-Hawking entropy:   S=¼ Ahorizon
Ahorizon= area of the black hole horizon (w/ ħ=c=1)

Horizon-location of no return

Space-time singularity



Gravity as Quantum Field Theory
w/ gravitons mediating quantum interactions with matter
à infinities (``non-renormalizable’’) - inconsistent 

Search for consistent Quantum Theory of Gravity
à String Theory



At yet smaller scales elementary particles
appear as quantum excitations of strings

quark
R~10-33 cm



Graviton (particle that mediates gravitational interactions)
always appears as another massless excitation of strings 

graviton

à string theory contains quantum gravity! 

R~10-33 cm



Quantum interactions: joining & splitting of strings
Interactions  ``softer’’

No infinities!

Green & Schwarz’84
String Theory, a finite theory of quantum gravity!

gs
string coupling



But, string theory connection to fundamental forces of 
nature ``more complex’’:

String theory (as consistent quantum theory)
demands that space-time is not four dimensional, 
but ten dimensional. 

How to use string theory to answer questions
relevant to four-dimensional physics?

Things seems to be in place: 

String Theory, a consistent quantum theory of particles, 
which appear as string excitations at ~ Rplanck=10-33 cm 



Demand that extra dimensions be curled up into a tiny 
compact space, thus rendering it unobservable

Special curvature -
Calabi-Yau space

(torii - ``doughnuts’’
special example)



New perspective w/ introduction of new-objects     
D-branes

The role of extra dimensions 
for physics in four-dimensions

Implications for 
I. Particle physics  
II. Black hole physics (very brief)



D(irichlet)-branes
boundaries of open strings with charges at their ends    

Polchinski’96

closed strings

I. Implications for particle physics (charged excitations) 



II. Dual D-brane interpretation:
extended massive sources, curve space-time
(“back-reacted’’objects at finite-large string coupling gs) 

à Implication for particle physics at finite gs (F-theory)   
& black hole implications



Opens Strings  w/charges end on D-branes:
quantum string excitations appear as massless
gauge bosons and fermion families living on D-branes

SU(3)
U(1)

SU(2)

I. D-branes & Particle Physics

Extra dimensions?



Standard Model from D-branes
on compact Calabi-Yau space

i) 3D-branes  [=SU(3)color] intersect with 2D-branes   [= SU(2)weak]
ii) At each D-brane intersection-massless fermion string excitation  [=quark]
iii) Number of D-brane intersections-topological [=number of families]

In compact space D-branes wrap different cycles which intersect



Standard Model from D-branes
on compact Calabi-Yau space

i) 3D-branes  [=SU(3)color] intersect with 2D-branes   [= SU(2)weak]
ii) At each D-brane intersection-massless fermion string excitation  [=quark]
iii) Number of D-brane intersections-topological [=number of families]

Gauge symmetry, fermion families & number of families 
of  the Standard Model have geometric origin!



First  three-family supersymmetric Standard Model
M.C., G. Shiu &  A. Uranga '01…

Status review:    R. Blumenhagen, M.C., P. Langacker & G. Shiu
Ann. Rev. Nucl. & Particle Sci.,  55, 71 (2005)

Extensive follow-up:

No time

Standard Models w/ Intersecting D-branes

O(100) realistic Standard Models
M.C.,  R. Richter & J. Halverson `09-`10…
M.C.,  J. Halverson & P. Langacker ’11,’12…,’16

[Further developments: D-instantons à neutrino masses] 
M.C., R. Blumenhagen & T. Weigand’06…

Further  Efforts:
String theory at large coupling gs F-theory



F-theory?

• back-reacted 
D-branes

• regions with large
gs on non-CY space

• Coupling gs part of
geometry (12dim)

• Torus fibered 
Calabi-Yau manifold

F-theory                  =             Type IIB



F-theory?

F-theory                  =             Type IIB

M-theory limit 
of 11 dim supergravity

on S1

• back-reacted 
D-branes

• regions with large
gs on non-CY space

• Coupling gs part of
geometry (12dim)



Why F-theory?

S-duality

F-theory                  =             Type IIB

M-theory Type II A

SO(32) Het. Type I

on S1

Certain
setups • back-reacted 

D-branes
• regions with large

gs on non-CY space

• Coupling gs part of
geometry (12dim)

E8xE8 Het. 



Add a torus (``doughnut’’) to the compact original space B

B

Torus	fibered	over	a	compactified base	space	B
(torus	coordinates	depend	on	the	base	B)	

[Vafa’96], [Morrison,Vafa’96],…
F-theory compactification

String couplings

Singular torus fibered Calabi-Yau manifold X
(singularities encode set-up of intersecting D-branes)

At a	D-brane location	torus	degenerates		w/ gs à∞ singular
(String	Theory	in	non-perturbative regime)

Modular parameter of torus
⌧ ⌘ C0 + ig�1

s



F-theory compactification

Singular torus fibered Calabi-Yau manifold X
(torus fibered over base B)

B

at torus degeneration gsà∞
(singular fibration)
location of D-branes

Yukawa couplings 
(co-dim 3)

non-Abelian gauge symmetry
(co-dim 1)

Matter (co-dim 1) 



• Potential for Grand Unified Models (GUT)  with couplings 
that are absent in perturbative string theory w/ D-branes, 
e.g., 10 10 5 in SU(5) GUT; appearance of exceptional 
gauge symmetries (E6)                                                                    

At finite coupling   à broader domain of string theory landscape 
w/ promising particle physics 

F-theory	-Motivation

Conceptual: geometric description at finite string coupling

[Donagi,Wijnholt’08]
[Beasley,Heckman,Vafa’08]….

• Determine discrete data: 
gauge symmetry, matter & their multiplicities, Yukawa couplings

A!broad!domain!of!non<perturba+ve!string!theory!landscape!
with!new!promising!par+cle!physics!&!cosmology!!

[Donagi,Wijnholt;Beasley,Heckman,Vafa;… Font,Ibanez;… 
Hayashi,Kawano,Tsuchiya,Watari,Yamazaki;…Dudas,Palti;…
Cecotti,Cheng,Heckman,Vafa;…]

[Blumenhagen,Grimm,Jurke,Weigand;
Marsano,Saulina,SchäferNameki;Grimm,Krause,Weigand;…
M.C.,Halverson,Garcia-Etxebarria;...]
Standard Model [Lin,Weigand] 
3-family Standard, Pati-Salam, Trinification Models 
[M.C., Klevers, Peña, Oehlmann, Reuter]


Recent past, primary focus on [SU(5)] GUT’s (‘08….): 
Local model building: 
 
 
Global model building: 
 

Employing!!geometric!techniques!!for!ellip+cally!fibered!!!!!!!!!
Calabi<Yau!manifolds!!and/or!duali+es!to!determine!

Gauge symmetries, matter repres.& multiplicities, Yukawa couplings,…  

[Vafa; Vafa,Morrison,…]

F<theory!and!Par+cle!Physics!



Model Constructions:
[Donagi,Wijnholt’09-10]…[Marsano,Schäfer-Nameki,Saulina’09-11]…

Review: [Heckman]

Past focus on F-theory with SU(5) Grand Unification           
[Donagi,Wijnholt’08][Beasley,Heckman,Vafa’08]…

[Blumehagen,Grimm,Jurke,Weigand’09][M.C., Garcia-Etxebarria,Halverson’10]… 
[Marsano,Schäfer-Nameki’11-12]…[Clemens,Marsano,Pantev,Raby,Tseng ’12]…

First Global 3-family Standard, Pati-Salam, Trinification Models 
[M.C., Klevers, Peña, Oehlmann, Reuter 1503.02068]
Standard Model with Z2  (R-parity)
[M.C., Lin, Oehlmann, work in progress]

Other Particle Physics Models:



Classify'all''vacua'with'fixed'E'in'dP2''&'chosen'base'B'in'D=6'and'D=4''
Example:'D=4,''

:'

1.''!X'''generic'[all'si'exist,'generic]:'U(1)'x'U(1)'

2.'!X''non>generic'[si,realize'SU(5)'at't=0]:'SU(5)'x'U(1)'x'U(1)'

S7 = n7HP3

S9 = n9HP3

s3 = t2s03

s2 = t2s02

s5 = ts05

s1 = t3s01

Construc+on'of'CY''Ellip+c'Fibra+ons'

B = P3

Can construct and  
study entire family  
of CY’s explicitly 

Base B = Divisors in the base:

n7\n9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 - (27; 16) - -
6 - (12; 81) (21; 42) - -
5 - - (12; 57) (30; 8) - (3; 46)

4 (42; 4) - (30; 32) - - - -
3 - (21; 72) - - - (15; 30)

2 (45; 16) (24; 79) (21; 66) (24; 44) (3; 64)

1 - - - -
0 - - (12; 112)

-1 (36; 91) (33; 74)

-2 -
Table 2: The entries (b, n

D3

) show the minimal number of families b for which the number
n

D3

of D3-branes is integral and positive for integral 3D CS-terms. At the allowed points for
(n7, n9) marked as "-" the number of D3-branes is negative for all positive integral values of b.

and compute the individual numbers of left- and right-chiral fermions for the G4-flux (3.14).
Unfortunately, these techniques are not available as of now, see however [100] for promising
recent advancements in this direction. Thus, we work in the following under the assumption
that the desired vector-like pair is indeed part of the massless spectrum. Then it would be
possible to induce the following bilinear coupling

W ⇢ µHuHd + �iHuLi . (3.25)

These two terms could be generated by tuning the complex structure of our model to a model
with enhanced (non-Abelian or Abelian) gauge symmetry and a SM-singlet 1, that admits
Yukawa couplings with Hu, Hd and Li, respectively. Then if 1 acquires a VEV, which breaks
the enhanced gauge symmetry, the superpotential (3.25) could be generated. While the µ-
term has to be very small in order to be consistent with electroweak symmetry breaking, the
�i terms are lepton violating and hence they must be adequately suppressed. We note that
both these coefficients are moduli dependent functions, that cannot be computed by known
techniques. However, we expect that in a sufficiently generic geometry the moduli of XF11

allow for appropriate tunings providing a phenomenologically viable scenario. At this point,
we must remark that the geometry of XF11 offers no obvious way by which we could assign a
quantum number to forbid the µ-term or the �i terms.

Regarding the trilinear couplings we note that it was shown in [22] that all gauge invariant
trilinear couplings are realized geometrically, see Table 3.

16

Solutions (#(families);nD3) for allowed (n7,n9):

Standard Model:

S7 = n7HP3

S9 = n9HP3



New mathematics     

Recent efforts [’13-’17]

Abelian U(1)’s & Discrete Symmetries in F-theory
M.C., D. Klevers & H. Piragua ’13-’15… & W. Taylor ’16…
M.C., R. Donagi, D.Klevers & M. Poretschkin ‘15…

[Important ingredient of the Standard Model physics and 
beyond: multiple U(1)’s & discrete symmetries desired ]

New Geometric origin in F-theory 

No time

& their origin in Heterotic/F-theory duality 
M.C., A. Grassi & M. Poretschkin ’15-’17…



II. String Theory Insights into Black  Holes:
Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy: Sthermo=¼ Ahor
Ahor= area of the black hole horizon

Horizon-point of no return

Space-time singularity

How to relate it to statistical entropy     Sstat = logNi ?
Where do black hole microscopic degrees Ni come from?



D-branes & Black Holes
D-branes as gravitational objects: extended massive 
sources, curve space-time

D-branes as black holes in four-dimensions & the rest 
of their world-volume wraps cycles on compactified space 



D-branes as gravitational objects: 
wrapped intersecting
D-branes in internal 
dimensions & 
charged black holes
in four dim. space-time 
(w/ each D-brane sourcing 
charge Qi)

Prototype: four-charge black hole  w/ S= 2π√Q1Q2Q3Q4
M.C. & Youm 9507090

D-branes a boundary of strings:     
microscopic degrees Ni are string 
excitations on intersecting
D-branes    w/    S = log Ni

Strominger & Vafa ’96 

the same!



Approach explains microscopic origin of entropy of
special multi-charged black holes w/
M  = Σi |Qi | - extremal black holes 

M-mass,  Qi-different charges (sourced by D-branes)

Systematic study of microscopic degrees quantified  via 
AdS/CFT [Gravity/Field Theory]  correspondence 

Maldacena’97 
[A string theory on a specific Curved Space-Time 
(in D-dimensions) related to specific  Field Theory 
(in (D-1)- dimensions) on its boundary]



Recent progress: 

Studies for non-extremal black holes in String Theory:

M  > Σi |Qi|    &   non-zero J
M-mass, different Qi-charges, J- angular momentum

M.C. &  F. Larsen’11-’14…& M.C. & G. Gibbons’12…
M.C., M. Guica & Z. Saleem ‘13… M.C. & A. Satz ’14-’16..
O. S. An, M.C. &  I. Papadimitriou, 1602.0150 
M.C. & I. Papadimtiriou, 1608.07018 

àModify asymptotic black hole geometry to recover 
conformal invariance à Subtracted Geometry 

No time, but lectures at FMF 
Subtracted geometry and AdS2 /CFT1 correspondence



Concluding remarks:
Highlight modern developments in string theory
with intriguing insights into possible 
unifying origin of particle physics and 
quantum gravity

Presented highlights:
in particle physics (D-branes, F-theory) &
black holes (microscopic interpretation)

Development of Geometric Techniques 
in String Theory  at finite gs coupling - F-Theory


